Below please find the list of items that your child will need for camp every day:

- **Two** Swimsuits for **morning and full day** campers, **one** swimsuit for **afternoon** only campers
  - One swimsuit should be worn under camper’s clothes each morning regardless of weather
  - An extra swimsuit for changing later in the day – please send this in backpack
  - If your child stays for the afternoon on Tuesdays and Thursdays, you have the option of packing a third swimsuit
- A clean towel every day (if we don’t have swim, we need it for the roof)
- Closed-toe water shoes. Please make sure that the shoes fit securely on the feet since the children will be running and using the climbing equipment. **Flip flops and other open toed shoes are not safe and are NOT permitted.** Crockets are fine if the strap is secured on the back of the foot.
- Waterproof Swim Bag - to send wet towels and swimsuits home at the end of the day
- Pair of underwear to change into after all water activities have been completed
- A complete change of seasonally appropriate clothing to leave in your child’s cubby (tops, bottoms, socks and **2 pairs of underwear**)
- A bottle of waterproof sunscreen (labeled with your child’s name) to leave at camp.
- Lunch - kosher dairy style
- Re-usable water bottle

If your child stays at camp **for the full day and will rest**, please also send two covers for your child’s rest mat (in a bag with handles)

- two small sheets OR one sheet and one lightweight blanket OR a sleeping bag
- mats are 51” x 21’’ so please make sure the sheets or blankets are big enough to cover the mat
- one small soft toy to use during rest time may be sent if you think your child might need it.
- an extra pair of underwear
- sneakers on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays

To avoid lost items, please remember to clearly label each item with your child’s name using permanent ink or pre-printed labels. Please do NOT send anything valuable or sentimental to camp. Electronics are not permitted.